
T hrough their decisions and

actions, board members

shape the nonprofit organi-
zation they serve. But every board
operates with two primary con-
straints - time and knowledge. To
manage successfully, a board must
master both efficient use of its
time and effective use of its knowl-
edge. By establishing a learning
agenda, a board addresses both
constraints.

Why a Learning Agenda?
Board members come with

diverse backgrounds, education,
experience, and skills. To be effec-
tive, each board must develop a
common knowledge, understanding,
and language.

While there are many compo-
nents for a successful board, one
seldom considered is a board's
ability to learn. "The essence of
leading is not commanding, but
teaching," as Noel M. Tichy points
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calls "the four pillars of high per-
formance," which are an organiza-
tion's "alertness, agility, adaptability,
and alignment."2 Each pillar tests
an organization's ability to learn and
apply knowledge effectively.

Finally, through a learning agenda
board members are better able to
give meaning to their efforts and
convey that meaning to their
internal and external stakeholders.
Over time, this helps everyone get
"on the same page" and builds align-
ment throughout the organization.

out.! "It is opening people's eyes
and minds. It is teaching them new
ways to see the world and pointing
them to new goals [lIt is teaching
them to share their own knowl-
edge and teach others."

What benefits flow from a learn-
ing agenda? First, a focused learn-
ing process stimulates a culture
that values learning, changing, and
adapting. A learning board sets a
tone for the rest of the organiza-
tion.

Second, a learning agenda cre-
ates a clearer understanding of the
organization's operating environ-
ment. A board then becomes better
able to employ what one author

How to Develop a Learning Agenda

How does a learning agenda
work? Here are the steps a board
should take:

1. Convene a brainstonning
session for board members, per-
haps during a board retreat. At this
session, have board members sys-
tematically identify areas in which
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Using a learning agenda will enliven
and enrich board meetings.

they need to become more knowledgeable. Sarbanes-
Oxley, planned giving, risk assessment, employment
law, strategic leadership, and financial management
are just a few of the many areas in which nonprofit
boards now must be proficient in order to govern effec-
tively and legally.

2. For each topic identified, assign a board member
to learn about it. The designated member will then
circulate information on this subject for the board to
review. Board members should be prepared to discuss
this topic at an upcoming board meeting. This process
has a number of benefits:. People learn material most thoroughly when

asked to teach.
. Members enhance their leadership capacity

and their motivation to contribute at board meetings.
. The process de'Velops many "go-to" people on

the board.
. Quieter board members ha'Ve a way to con-

tribute. This process engages them by drawing out
untapped capabilities.
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. Board members can apply what they've
learned in other contexts beyond their organization.

3. At a board meeting, have the designated member
lead a discussion on the assigned topic. Focus the con-
versation on how the board will apply this material to
your organization. The result is collective learning
that is simultaneously dynamic, reflective, and applied
- ideal for adult learning.

4. As part of the board's discussion, have the
designated member prepare a memo summarizing
key points, and integrate it into the minutes. This
memo will serve as a reference point for current and
future board members. Collectively, such memos will
provide a history of the board's thinking and its ration-
ale for change. New board members can review these
memos during their orientation to come up to speed
more quickly.

How Board Meetings Will Be Improved

Using a learning agenda will enliven and enrich
board meetings. Expanding board members' knowl-
edge in this way focuses their conversation on what
they need to do and how to accomplish their goals. Alearning. environment enhances a - overall

capacity to meet the organization's is,
after all, why the board meets..

board's
mission. Which
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